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Civil Rights Leader Haywood Burns to Speak at 1990 Commencement
The Commencement Committee is
pleased to announce that the 1990 Commencement keynote speaker is Dean
Haywood Burns. We feel honored to be
addressed by a man with such an impressive background in the field of law.
Haywood Burns is a graduate of Yale
University Law School (1966) and Harvard
University (1962), and was a Harvard
scholar-in-residence at Cambridge Unviersity (1962) . He is presently the dean
of CUNY Law School. At his inauguration,
he was acclaimed by Dean Calabrese of
Yale Law School as "a genuine scholar
with a passion for justice and innovation."
Dean Burns' extensive accomplishments
and contributions to the field of law reveal
this description to be quite an understatement.
Haywood Burns became intensely in volved in the civil rights movement very
early in his career. In 1968 Burns served
as Chief Counsel to the Poor People's
Campaign which was the last project organized by Dr. Martin Luther King. From
1967-69 Dean Burns served as Assistant
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Counsel to the NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund. In 1971, he headed the
Attica Brothers legal defense after the

Dean Haywood Burns
prison rebellion .
Dean Burns is the Vice President of the

Center for Constitutional Rights. He is currently a member of the Emergency Civil
Liberties Committee and the National Institute for Citizen Education in the Law.
Dean Burns served in leadership positions in many organizations and agencies
within the law, including Director of the
National Lawyers Guild, the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission, New York Lawyers
for the Public Interest and the U.S. Department of Defense Civilian/Military Task
Force on the Administration of Military
Justice.
Dean Burns has been honored with
awards which recognize his dedication to
addressing and improving social conditions in society. In 1985, he received the
Human Rights Award from Bronx Community College and in 1986 he received
the New York Civil Liberties Union Florina
Lasker Award. Also in 1986, Dean Burns
received the Prisoners' Legal Services of
New York Award. He received the Malcolm King College Presidents Award in
1983 and in 1985 Dean Burns was honored with the Civil Rights/Human Rights

and Ordinary People's Rights Award.
Dean Burns has directed a great deal
of his energy to the black and minority
communities. Mr. Burns has served as director of the National Conference of Black
Lawyers from 1970-1973. He is a member
of the Puerto Rican Legal Defense Fund
and the Asian -American Legal Defense
Fund. Dean Burns is a member of the
Council on Church and Race and was general counsel for the Coalition of Concerned Black Americans. Mr. Burns was
awarded the Black Americans Law School
Association Service Award in 1980.
Dean Burns has authored The Voice of
Negro Protest in America. This work was
published in French, Spanish and Danish .
He has written extensively in legal and
scholarly journals on such topics as Racism and the Law, the black prisoner as
victim, African penal systems, the black
bar and the rule of law in the South.
Dean Burns held professional positions
at New York Law School, New York University Law School and CUNY Law
( collfinued on page J )
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Professor Wade Newhouse Recipient of the 1990 Jaeckle Award
Professor Wade Newhouse was presented the 1990 Jaeckle Award at the 14th
Annual Alumni Convocation, held March
10, at the Center for Tomorrow. The
Jaeckle Award is named for alumnus
Edwin Jaeckle, UB Law Class of 1-915. The
Award is the highest honor given by the
Law School and the Alumni Association.
The Jaeckle Award is given annually to
an individual who has served the law
school and has advanced the legal profession.

cation in New York State," and "Law and
Education of Handicapped Children in
New York State." He also teaches con-

Filvaroff, David Parker (President, Law
Alumni Association) and Professor Marjorie Girth took part in the presentation

by Maria Schmit
Staff Writer
Professor Newhouse was selected for
his 32 years of outstanding service to the
Law School. In addition to teaching, he
has held various administrative positions.
Professor Newhouse has served as Dean,
Associate Dean, director of the Law
Library, and director of the Edwin Jaeckle
Center for State and Local Government.
He is credited with starting the Education
Law Clinic. An expert in Education Law,
Professor Newhouse teaches School Law
and has published "Law and Public Edu-

Dean David Filvaroff and Professor Wade Newhouse
stitutional law and public employment
and collective bargaining.
Provost William Greiner, Dean David

of the Award during a luncheon in Professor Newhouse's honor. All praised Professor Newhouse for his commitment to

Phillips, Lytle Offers Minority Scholarships
There has been much recent attention
to the fact that there are not many minority lawyers working in Buffalo. Last
month, Buffalo law firm Phillips, Lytle,
Hitchcock, Blaine & Huber took a positive
step towards correcting this racial imbalance when they announced the creation
oftwo new minority scholarships through
the law school.

by Lenny B. Cooper
Staff Writer
Beginning in the fall of 1990, the annual
scholarships will be offered to minority
student s ente ring their second year of law
school. Based on me rit , financial need
and commitment to Western New York,
the scholarship will cover a substantial
percentage of the students' tuition for
their second and third years of law school.
In initiating this pioneering effort, the
first by a Buffalo law firm , Phillips Lytle
Managing Partner Bob Greene commented "We hope that the scholarships
will not only benefit the individual recipients, but that over the years they will

help to enrich our community by encouraging minority lawyers to stay and
work in Buffalo."
Greene mentioned that he believed that
the main reason why there are so few
minority lawyers in Buffalo is that there
is a proportionately higher demand for
minority lawyers in cities bigger than Buffalo. Greene felt that many students perceive the opportunities in these cities to
surpass those of Buffalo.
Green cited Phillips Lytle's concern
over the size of the minority bar in Buffalo.
Those sentiments were echoed by Law
School Dean Filvaroff who added "By establishing th is schola rship, Phillips Lytle
demonstrates its commitment to Western
New York and its desire to maintain a
strong minority bar in our community. It
is highly commendab le that one of Buffalo's most prominent firms is helping our
law students in this way . I hope other law
firms follow their fine example."
Around the law school , the Phillips Lytle
scholarship was greeted with praise. "It's
a good start", said Andy Madrid, presi-

dent of the Asian/American Law Student
Association. However, Madrid emphasized that he felt that this was only a
start. Madrid suggested that law firms
might help minority students by offer;ng
them jobs, rather than money. In commenting on the perception of some
minorities of the Buffalo law firms, Madrid mentioned that there is a feeling by
some students that minorities do not have
a good chance of being hired by Buffalo
firms. This feeling is expressed by a lower
number of applications to such firms .
Madrid felt that such positive actions, as
Phillips Lytle's scholarships, will help to
change these perceptions and improve
the situation .
The scholarship was described by Bob
Greene as having "no strings attached" .
It is, however, limited to second and third
year students. Greene explained that this
was because Phillips Lytle wanted to ensure that the students chosen for the
scholarship had demonstrated the ability
and commitment to succeed in law
school.

the law school and the work environinent.
Professor Girth thanked Newhouse for
working for equality of opportunity for
staff, faculty and students at the Law
School. Professor Jacob Hyman, who unfortunately was unable to attend, sent a
letter stating that one of his greatest contributions to the Law School was recommending Wade Newhouse for a faculty
position back in 1958.
Upon receiving the award, Professor
Newhouse reminisced about the past. Before leaving for Michigan Law School in
1948, Newhouse had the opportunity to
attend the Republic National Convention
in his home state of Tennessee. Edwin
Jaeckle was
Republican candidate
Thomas Dewey's campaign manager.
(Earl Warren was Dewey's Vice President
candidate.) Receiving the Jaeckle Award
brought back memories of sitting among
the masses of people at the convention .
Professor Newhouse also spoke a little
about the tradition of the UB Law School.
He stated that since World War 11, the UB
Law tradition has been concern for
improving ways of educating law students. In educating, theory of law should
not be divorced from practical application. Newhouse stressed that law and the
profession of law serve our society in
many ways. The UB Law School faculty
and alumni have responsibility for maintaining the quality of the legal profession.
UB Law students, faculty and alumni must
work together to improve the quality of
the Law School, the nation and the world.
Prior to the presentation of the award
there was a morning-long symposium on
"Marriage, Divorce and Death: The Impact on Business and the Professions."
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Vietnalll Veteran Recounts Sad Epic In Alllerican History
From patriots to traitors, from integrated citizens in society to isolated social
pariahs ... that was the strange story of
the Vietnam Veterans who opposed the
war in Vietnam. The catalyst for opposition to the War in Vietnam was different
for each veteran, but the double-edged
rejection by the country that they served
was a common theme. They were initially
spat upon by anti-war protesters upon
surviving the rice paddies; they were
persecuted and prosecuted by the government that they served when they permitted their own individual consciences
to reappraise the war as an unjust and
unjustifiable mercenary exercise. This
was the tale of irony told by Peter
Mahoney Tuesday evening (March 6) in
a talk entitled: "WAR AT HOME - Vietnam Veterans Against the War."

Mahoney still did not have strong antiwar sentiments when he returned to the
states in March 1971. He was trying to

Mahoney was arrested for the first time
in his life that night.
In 1972, Mahoney became more in-

by Gary B. Ketcham
Staff Writer

Peter Mahoney

At the age of nineteen Peter Mahoney
assumed his civic duty and joined the U.S.
Army, prompted by the U.S. defeat in the
Tet Offensive in 1968. Intending to join
the airborne unit, Mahoney ultimately
went to Vietnam as a Senior Advisor,
counseling the South Vietnamese military. That was in March of 1970. Mahoney
typified the profile of a good soldier.
Whatever personal feelings he harbored
about the War in Vietnam he put aside,
and he executed with diligence and fidelity in his capacity as a U.S. soldier.
One of the turning points for Mahoney
came when 29 South Vietnamese soldiers
which he had just helped to train, many
of whom he had become very close to,
left to join the North Vietnamese Viet
Cong. Mahoney recalled thinking about
the gravity of what they had done, i.e.,
voluntarily choosing to oppose the awesome military power of the U.S., and he
remembered asking himself, "Who am I,
as an American, to tell them that they're
wrong?"

sort it all out, hovering in the penumbra,
intrigued by the peaceful anti-war protests of several Vietnam War veterans. It
wasn't until the government turned
against those who had risked (and often
lost) life and limb that Mahoney and many
other Vietnam Veterans became immersed in a cause. In attempting to exercise their free speech rights to express
their own conscience, a right which they
had supposedly risked their lives to preserve, they were threatened with prosecution and imprisonment ... a threat which
the government attempted to deliver on
repeatedly.
The true breaking point came when
Mahoney and other Vietnam Veterans
were told they could not march in a Veterans Day parade, and they'd be arrested
if they tried to "walk anywhere as a
group" that night. Mahoney recalled the
irony of that edict: "I mean, here I was,
my first Veterans Day back from Vietnam,
and they're going to arrest me for trying
to march in a Veterans Day Parade."

volved with the organization, "Vietnam
Veterans Against the War in Vietnam
(VVAW)", and it was out of that involvement that he and seven others came to
be indicted by the U.S. government, in
July 1972, for conspiracy to incite a riot
at a public convention (the Republican
National Convention, which was still a
month and a half away at the time the
indictments were handed down) in the
now famous "Gainesville Eight" case,
which coincided chronologically with the
Watergate incident.
Ultimately all of the defendents were
acquitted, but Mahoney pointed out that,
in the end, the government had won. The
government had won because the primary purpose of the persecution of the
Gainesville Eight was to divert and deplete
the resources of the VVAW and disintegrate the organization. This is precisely
what happened, although the VVAW
exists today in a substantially different
form.
What Mahoney related to a riveted au-

And if this wasn't frightening enough,
it was helpful to remember this much. All
of this occurred without a single shot
being fired, without a single amendment
to the Constitution being passed, and supposedly, without a single law being broken or a single "right" being violated.
Mahoney described government conduct
that was all part of its notion of 'business
as usual', and the present record indicates
that there are no political mechanisms to
discourage further abuse. Nor are _there
legal constructions to prevent it from happening again, whenever the next ideological zealot seizes the reigns of power in
this country and happens to decide that
the 'noble' ends justify the means, notwithstanding the Constitution.

Hayward Burns . . . . . . . . . . .

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from page 1

School. He was a visiting professor of law
at Buffalo Law School from 1974-75.
Burns served as chair of the Urban Legal
Studies Program at CCNY from 19771978, and also held the positions of provost and dean for the Urban and Legal ·
programs at CCNY.

and Filomen M. Greenberg Center for
Legal Education and Urban Policy at
CCNY. He served as law clerk to the Honorable Constance 8. Motley, U.S. District
Judge, upon graduation from Yale Law
School.
CUNY Law School was established in
1983 to develop innovative approaches
to legal education and to bring underrepresented groups into the legal profession. The particular concentration at
CUNY is to train lawyers for public interest work. Burns taught at CUNY Law
School from 1984-1987, and was named
Dean in 1987. He was formally inaugurated in September, 1988. CUNY Law
School's motto is "Law in the Service of
Human Needs."

Dean Burns currently is active in a variety of public interest groups such as the
National Prison Project, the New York City
Criminal Justice Agency, the National
Employment Law Project, the Lawyers
Committee for Nuclear Policy, the National Coalition Against the Death Penalty, and the Community Service Society
of New York.
Mr. Burns was Director of the Max E.

Wade Newhouse . . . . . . . . . . .

I

I

/I
On March J, 1990 over 60 VB law students united to protest the alleged racial practices of the
Amherst police. Second-year student Sharon McKenzie , organizer of the protest, had previously
been subjected to questionable practices by the Amherst police.

dience was a chilling story of scars
heaped upon scars, governmental abuse
of power, best friends falsifying testimony against best friends, and governmental attempts to squelch the free expression of conscience through manipulation of the legal justice system. For
many, the indelible mark left by the images that he drew was one of Constitutional defilement on a grand scale.
Mahoney highlighted the point that the
costs this government can exact from
those who seek to exercise and preserve
their Constitutional rights nearly succeeds in muting the real value of those
rights. Not only did Mahoney describe a
governmental ability to chill the future
exercise of these inalienable rights, but
he also described a perennial government
capacity and tendency to achieve a kind
of 'temporary injunction' against free
speech merely by caviling bogus charges
against those who exercise it. This in turn
resulted in massive, complex litigation of
the gravest sort, in which innocent
persons become desperately embroiled
in the struggle of a lifetime, fighting not
only for the right to express opposing
views, but fighting also to preserve their
very freedom.

Various legal experts spoke on related
topics. Robert Moriarty (Moriarty & Condon) presented a hypothetical case involving a long term marriage, unfaithful
spouse, possible divorce, property,
stocks, and pension plans. Other presenters used the hypothetical case to expand
on specific areas of law involving consequences of marriage, divorce and death .
Paul Birzon, adjunct professor of law
and practicing attorney (Birzon, Zakia,
Stapel!, Olena & Davis) and Joyce Funda
(Funda & Munley) discussed "Marital
Property: Basic Concepts." Marital property is defined by the New York State
Domestic Relations Law Section 2368 as
"all property acquired by either or both
spouse during the marriage." When
couples divorce the property must be valued and divided, unless the parties have
opted-out. (Opting-out allows parties to
make their own contract and disregard
the statute.) Some property is intangible,
such as a professional license acquired
during the course of marriage, or a pension plan that will not come due for decades (providing the pension holder lives
that long). Although New York State has
progressive property distribution, it is still
difficult to value property and to equitably
distribute it.
George Zimmerman (Albrecht, Maguire,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from page 1
Heffern & Gregg, P.C.), Anne Evanko (Hurwitz & Fine, P.C.) and Gayle Eagan
(Jaeckle, Fleischman & Mugel) led the
second part of the program on "Business
and Estate Planning." Among the issues
touched upon were consequences of
lifetime gifts of stock, gift tax exclusions,
and methods of distributing pension benefits upon divorce. The speakers also
discussed equitable distribution of stock
upon divorce and the effect of buy-sell
agreements (where a stockholder must
first offer to sell stocks to shareholders
_before selling to outsiders). Another important issue addressed is the effect of
bankruptcy upon property settlements,
alimony, child support and maintenance
is protected, therefore not dischargeable.)
Kenneth Joyce, UB Law Professor and
Director, New York State Law Review
Commission concluded the symposium
with the final session on "New York Compared to Alternate Systems." He discussed the Legislative Proposals for a Revised Uniform Probate Code and Uniform
Marital Property Act. These proposals
would help take care of inequities. Professor Joyce called divorce an "Island of
Equity in a Sea of Title." The "sea of title"
exists before the divorce; the "island of
equity" comes about only after the divorce is granted.
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Graduate Amy Tobol and F acuity Panel Discuss Public Service
Two publi c service ori ented discussions w ere prese nted on Fe bruary 27,
1990. The first, sponsored by th e Human
Rights Cente r and the International Law
Society was titled "Public Service As a
Career: International and National Opportunities " and featured U.B. Law School
graduate and Assistant Director of Placement at N.Y.U. Law School, Amy Tobol.
The second featured a panel discussion
on the experiences of four Law School
faculty members at a Critical Legal
Studies (CLS) Conference in California.

by Donna Crumlish, Editor-in-Chief
and Mary Clare Kane, Staff Writer
AMYTOBOL
Amy Tobol is a 1983 graduate of the
Law School and returned to discuss her
experience in public service since graduation . Ms. Tobol stressed the importance
of being active in student groups, and she
shared her experience as a member of
the National Lawyers Guild during her law
school days. She emphasized how her association with a student group, the NLG
in particular, has aided her in her search
for employment since graduation.
Tobol also emphasized the importance
of "schmoozing." Schmoozing at symposiums, conferences and other social
arenas helps one establish contacts and
leads not only to professional relation ships but jobs as well. She recommended
that those in attendance brush up on the
art and skill of schmoozing .
Above all, Tobol said that one must perservere. As placement director at New
York University, she is continually
amazed at how early law students begin
their job searches. Often students overlook their long term employment goals/
ideals in the hunt to land a job before
graduation. "It is important to be true to
yourself and your goals and not to accept
the first job that you ' re offered" said
Tobol. "Your first job ii; not your last job,
nor is it your career per se."
In her seven years since graduating
from law school, Ms. Tobol claims to have
had almost fourteen jobs. She related her
experiences to days of unemployment,
part-time jobs and scarce dollars, but
claims her legal experiences since
graduating have molded her into a better
person and lawyer and led to her present
career.

PANEL DISCUSSION
The panel discussion which followed
featured faculty members Peter Pitegoff,
Louis Swartz, Lucinda Finley and Errol
Meidinger discussing their impressions
of "The New Public Interest Law :
Strategies for Revitalizing Legal Activism

in the '90s " Conference at New College
Law School in San Francisco. The Conferen ce featured panels and workshops
dealing with varying topics including
labor law, legal services, sexuality, family
law and community economic development.
Ms. Finley had a positive overall
impression from the conference, "The
conference did a particularly good job of
bringing in as speakers and educators of
lawyers and law students, community activists and other members of the varying
communities that public interest law is
supposedly designed to serve."
Along with the Community Development panel which Ms. Finley left to Mr.
Pitegoff to discuss (Mr . Pitegoff headed
up this panel), she also attended a labor
law panel and a panel titled "Sex, Sexuality and Family Life."
One of the principal speakers at the
labor law panel was Kris Rondeau one of
the principal organizers of the Harvard
Union of Clerical and Technical Workers,
AFSCME . Ms. Rondeau felt that labor
unions need new concepts of organizing
if the labor union is to survive. She
criticized the traditional model of labor
organizing as a "theory of the most oppressed worker" which appeals to the
worker by organizing them against the
employer rather than organizing around
issues of "power, participation and democracy."
Ms. Finley said that as she listened to
Ms. Rondeau's presentation she realized
that "the assumptions of labor law and
labor lawyers are not actually responsive
to the changing needs of the work force."
The "Sex, Sexuality and Family Life"
panel was about how gays and lesbians
who are parents are challenging the traditional conceptions of family and family
life. Lawyer Roberta Achtenberg of the
National Center for Lesbian Rights was
one of the panelists and she commented
on the heap of challenges faced by
lawyers representing gay and lesbian
clients in custody disputes. On the one
hand, as a political goal the sexuality of
the client should be put up front but in
trying to fit into the traditional legal
framework you have to de-sexualize your
client by portraying the client as the perfect parent.
Professor Swartz was the second
panelist to speak and provided a bit of
humor to the discussion when he commented that the conference was his first
Critical Legal Studies conference as he
had previously "pursued an uncritical
path and not used my mind at all for anythinQ critical."
Professor Swartz commented that he
enjoyed hearing from the public interest
practitioners at the conference as he had
practiced at a Legal Aid Society in New
York City and found it to be one of the

most satisfying jobs he had held . The participation of these types of practitioners
gave the conference a quite different feel ing from that experienced in the more
traditional academic conference.
Professor Swartz commented on one
of the introductory workshops in which
New College faculty member K.C . Worden spelled out the "social destruction of
knowledge" perspective which espouses
that ways of thinking are developed as a
result of social processes and students
become a product of social conditions
and historical events. A gentleman in the
audience challenged Ms. Worden when
he commented that Critical Legal Studies
is not practical in legal services litigation.
He said that "it's difficult enough to get
judges to apply statutory cubby holes
w ith which they disagree without telling
them that it's all a mirage."
After briefly discussing several other
panel discussions which he attended and
commenting that he found the conference
"a very stimulating and replenishing
gathering," Professor Swartz turned the
discussion over to Professor Pitegoff.
Mr. Pitegoff began by commenting that
"there is a very conscious attempt on the
part of a lot of people involved with CLS
to build bridges with practical organizing
efforts." This is reflected in the panel
which he led, community economic development and he admitted that "I was
hauled out at this conference as an example of 'a bridge'. "
Mr. Pitegoff then went on to describe
what he talked about in his panel. "I talked
about some of the work that I do now in
the clinical program as well as some of
my past work, primarily with organizing
worker owned business." He talked specifically about two examples of worker
owned business: Cooperative Home Care

Associates in the Bronx and Southside
Steel of Pittsburgh .
The Cooperative Home Care Associates
is a home health care company of about
175 workers most of whom are poor
minority women . The workers own the
business, elect the board of directors and
share in the profits. The explicit goals of
the creation of the Association were job
creation, influencing health policy and
empowering people . The Cooperative
Home Care Associates managed to push
up the average wage scale in the area and
assist in stabilizing the work force .
Southside Steel of Pittsburgh is a corporation in which the participants are trying to start up a steel making operation
and reclaim the industrial base in
Pittsburgh . The vision of Southside Steel
is broad , hopefully someday encompassing a worker owned steel mill. The project, however is large and capital intensive and will probably be difficult to accomplish.
These two examples were used to show
how community economic development
can be more than isolated events and to
demonstrate the way that corporate and
finance law can be restructured to benefit
community organization efforts.
Mr. Pitegoff said that the panel he was
a part of was "representative of the flavor
of the conference which was to look at
concrete examples of happenings in the
real world ."
Professor Meidinger felt the conference
was symbolic of the new movement in
Critical
Legal
Studies.
Previously,
Meidinger felt CLS was focused on challenging the dominance of the traditional
theories of the law inside the law schools.
Initially the attack was on legal scholarship and the tools of the attack were
largely doctrinal.
(continued on page JO)

Bar Review Scholarship Announced
The Buffalo Public Interest Law Program recently announced the recipients
of the 1990 Public Interest Bar Review
Scholarships. They are Martin Sanchez
Rojas and Larry Wood .

by Chris Thomas
The bar review courses, donated by
Kaplan-SMH, are designed to alleviate an
aspect of the financial burden faced by
students entering public interest law.
They are also intended to reward outstanding public interest students for their
dedication during their tenure at UB Law
and beyond .
Mr. Sanchez Rojas earned undergraduate and graduate degrees from
SUNY Albany prior to enrolling at UB
Law. While at the law school he has been
an active participant in the Legal Assist-

ance Program. In that capacity he has
worked with immigrants and refugees
seeking asylum in the United States as
well as a variety of other immigration related issues. Summer employment has
included the Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education Fund in Washington,
D.C. and the Volunteer Lawyers Project
of Erie County.
Mr. Wood earned his undergraduate
degree from Connecticut College. His
summer employment has included constitutional litigation experience with the
Civil Liberties Union of Alabama and the
Mental Health Law Project in Washington,
D.C. Mr. Wood has accepted permanent
employment with the Legal Assistance
Foundation of Chicago.
Sanchez Rojas and Woods were
selected by five members of BPILP who
comprised the Scholarship Committee.

Faculty and Students Discuss JAG Situation
A very important discussion on the
issue of discrimination took place between law faculty members and concerned students Friday, March 2. Mem bers of the National Lawyer's Guild and
other groups requested a slot on the
agenda at Friday's law school faculty
meeting . They hoped to exchange ideas
with the faculty on a proposed course of
action in response to the Judge Advocate
General Corp's surreptitious recruitment
efforts of February 12. The controversy
surrounding JAG has arisen from its
stated policy of discrimination against
lesbians and gay men . A scheduled appearance before the faculty by Lance
Ringel , the Director of Cuomo 's Office of
Lesbian and Gay Concerns under the Di vision of Human Rights, failed to take
place due to the faculty's crowded
agenda. Ringel 's office was created in
order to enforce the governor's Executive
Order 28.1

by Andrea Sammarco
The list of re corr.1 ncnded actions presented to the faculty for consideration included the endorsement of a resolution
which requires the COO to inforM the stu dent body of an employer's stated policy
Page 4
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or history of discrimination. Also, the stu dents requested the faculty to issue a
statement "alleging that on February 12,
1990, the University of Buffalo acted in
direct violation of Executive Order 28.1
by .providing services to the JAG Corps,"
and a reaffirmation of "the faculty's efforts to include sexual orientation in the
University's Anti -Discrimination Policy."
A copy of the proposed resolution was
handed out to each faculty member present.
Approximately twenty faculty members were on hand to listen to a presentation made during the meeting by NLG
members Mark Schlechter and Terry
Mayo. Schlechter explained the need for
the faculty to clarify its position in regards
to the JAG issue, in light of the fact that
certain students who feel discriminated
against by the actions of the school on
February 12 are contemplating the filing
of a complaint with Ringel's office as a
result. Schlechter indicated that Ringel's
office " would be very receptive " to a complaint filed by students against the school,
and that "no specific student was re quired " to file the complaint. However,
Mayo said that "there is no indication
from the governor's office " on how

Cuomo would react to such an interpretation of his Executive Order.
Terry Mayo, a first-year law student,
spoke to the faculty as a representative
of a portion of the gay and lesbian community at the law school, eloquently describing the "feelings of betrayal" generated in that segment by the actions of the
administration of February 12. In support
of the recommended actions, she at one
point stated, "We're hurt, we' re afraid,
and we need your help."
Faculty members were supportive of
student efforts, but also revealed doubts
about the chances of success by taking a
hardline stance on the issue, especially if
it would place them in opposition to Sample's office. Professor Jim Atleson
brought up the point that "the Board of
Trustees at the University of Wisconsin
reversed the faculty on a similar question ." Professor Marjorie Girth, upon
learning of the administration's actions
on the 12, said that she was "absolutely
furious " , stating , "I hope this is not the
end of this . These complaints could be
filed against all of us." Professor Lou
Swartz spoke in favor of the student proposals, but expressed concern about the
recommendation to require the COO to

place explicit warnings in its newsletters,
stating that this might put the school in
a position of compliance with JAG's discriminatory policies. He suggested that
the requirement be amended by the additional statement that the law school only
allows employers such as JAG on campus
"under protest" . Other faculty hoped to
elicit a response from the SUNY Board of
Trustees concerning the matter, as well
as the American Association of Law
Schools. The AALS has recently amended
its bylaws to require that member schools
inform visiting recruiters that they are not
allowed to discriminate on 1t~e basis of
sexual orientation.
The faculty ended the meeting by voting to endorse the modified COO policy,
to reaffirm its position on sexual orientation discrimination , and to revive the Faculty Anti -Discrimination Committee, in
order to facilitate future cooperation on
the issue between faculty and students.
This committee, which was established
last year, consisted of Ken Joyce as chairman, Elizabeth Mensch, Alan Freeman,
and Lou Swartz. Freeman subsequently
resigned in symbolic protest of the law
school's inactivity, after Sample's rescinding of their faculty resolution .

Grading Policy Forum Doesn't Make The Grade
The H/Q grading system doesn't seem
to arouse much passion within the Law
School. At least that was the message
sent out by a poor turnout for the wellpublicized Grading Policy Forum held on
March 1 in rm. 108.

by Bruce Brown
The Forum was more of a debate between two students, each arguing for alternative grading systems, and a less than
enthusiastic Dean John Henry Schlegel
who said "I'm not about to defend the
system; it's the system."
Explaining the contradiction between
his apparent distaste for the Grading
Forum and the fact that he bothered to

attend, Dean Schlegel noted that a friend
had chided him that it was foolish to even
be at the event, his reply was "hey it's
my job, this is what I get paid to do."
Schlegel's lack of enthusiasm was
matched by the 15 students that attended
the event. Almost nobody seemed to support switching to either the traditional
grading system, as proposed by 2L Gary
Ketcham, or the pass fail system as proposed by 2L Mark Steiner.
The thrust of Ketcham's argument for
the traditional system was that the H/Q
system confuses emplbyers who are unable to translate our grades into "traditional values," reducing the ability of U.B.
Law grads to compete for jobs. He further
argues that the legend which accom1

panies all transcripts "defines the Q as a
C in no uncertain terms." Ketcham quotes
this definition as "Q Qualified - Professionally qualified work within the normal
range of performance." This lack of respect for the Q, he continues, ironically
"creates an 'all or nothing' skirmish for
the 'all important' H grade"; instead of
alleviating grade competition as was intended, the H/Q system "ratchets up competition." The result is an "elitist structure" with "an artificially large gap between the designated 'stellar performers'
and the rest of the student body."
Mark Steiner promoted the Pass/Fail
system as a means to reduce pressure on
students suffering under an H/Q system
which places them in an unnecessarily

competitive environment. This would
allow students the freedom to search out
alternative learning environments and
distinguish themselves and their work
product.
Dean Schlegel's contribution to the discussion was by the way of a short history,
which noted that the grading system was
the product of "flower children" days
which produced a Faculty compromise
between a Pass/Fail system and traditional grades. "Any system has some incentives and some disadvantages."
Schlegel hinted that he believed one of
our advantages is that substantially more
students end up with H's than would end
up with A's .

Jes sup Moot Court Team Participates at University of Connecticut
You would have been proud of us. We
were great. Of course I'm talking about the
performance of the Buffalo's Jessup Moot
Court Team at the regional competition
held at the University of Connecticut in
Hartford on February 25 and 26.

by Loretta Smith
The four oralists on the Jess1,1p Team
were William Bee, Denise Munson,
Marybeth Scarcello and Loretta Smith.
Nan Clingman was the advising fifth team
member. Margaret Barton was our coach
and facilitator.
The Jessup competition is often referred to as the "other" moot court, but this
year's Jessup Team agrees that Jessup
is not an alternative to the Desmond competition but is actually the harder, more
challenging (and dare I say more interesting) moot. And we speak with some experience as this past fall both Bill Bee and
Marybeth Scarcello not only competed in
the Desmond but were also placed on the
Desmond Moot Court Board.
Many folks think the Jessup provides
better training for thinking quickly on
one's feet because, unlike the Desmond,
it is a national/international moot court
and consequently there is greater com-

petition between teams. Also, unlike the
Desmond issue, which deals with a question of domestic law, the Jessup issue
deals wit h a "hot" topic in international
law. The Jessup team members are required to take the course Introduction to
International Law as a co-requisite of
being on the team . .
In addition, the Jessup team is structured a little differently from those of
other competitions because of the nature
of the Jessup problem . Jessup problems
generally have two main issues and each
team member is expected to argue only
one side of the issue. Thus, there is no
arguing " off brief" in the Jessup competition and each of the four team members
becomes an expert on one issue for one
party.
This year the Jessup problem concerned an issue of international environmental law, focusing on the use of Antartica as a potential dumping grounds for
hazardous waste. The fundamental questions were whether a state that dumped
hazardous waste into the waters off a ►
small area in Antartica could be held liable
for the extinction of a starfish species
uniquely adapted to that area and what
remedies, if any, were appropriate. The
issue was made murky because the pol-
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TO THE CLASS OF 1992
You are cordially invited to a cocktail
reception to learn more about the practice
of law in Buffalo. Join us from 4:00 - 6:00
p.m. on Thursday, March 29th at the Buffalo
Marriott Hotel.
The program will consist of a short presentation followed by hors d'oeuvres and
cocktails. Should you have any questions,
please call Nancy Irwin at 856-4000.
R.S.V.P. c/o Career Development Office,
Room 309 by Friday, March 23.

luting state was not signatory to any
treaties that could be construed to establish strict liability for polluting in Antar·
tica . Further, the polluting state was not
clearly negligent in dumping the waste
into the sea .
As applicants (petitioners), Marybeth
and Denise argued that a state is strictly
liable for all acts of destruction to the environment for such dumping regardless
of its being signatory to treaties. Appropriate remedies included the establishment of a trust fund to preserve the pristine Antarctic environment into which the
polluting state had to pay. As respon dents, Bill and I argued that strict liability
should not apply to pollution events in
Antartica and that a balance of interest
approach was the more equitable way for
apportioning damages among all states
interested in providing pollution in Antar·
tica .
Even more so than in previous years,
the problem this year was complicated
by an intricate spider web of primary and
secondary issues. It required us to do a
lot of research into areas of the law that
we had never encountered before and to
co-write legal briefs that wove complex
arguments into a cohesive whole. And if
nothing else, working on the Jessup prob-

lem has made all four of us intrepid
explorers into the dread terra incognita
of the uncatalogued areas of the 6th floor
of the law library.
The competition at Hartford was attended by eight teams representing the
New England region, which included
Syracuse, Albany, Seton Hall, Boston College, Boston University and Western New
England. Our applicants, Marybeth and
Denise mooted against Western New England and Syracuse and our respondents,
Bill and Loretta, mooted against Seton
Hall and Albany. And as a team we won
2 of our 4 moots. We consistently displayed at the podium poise and strong
and polished debating skills. Plus, true to
the Buffalo style of doing things, we were
neither cutthroat with the teams we
mooted aga inst nor with each other.
All in all, being on this year's Jes.sup
team was for me one of the niost enlightening experiences in law school. I've
learned the most valued lesson of how to
cooperate with others on a difficult project to produce a solid work product and
to submerge my natural tendency for oneup-personship and had a fabulous time
doing it.

Desmond Moot Court Board Sponsors
Mugel Tax Competition
The annual Mugel Tax Competition was
held from February 21 to 24 and sponsored by the Desmond Moot Court Boad.
It was the seventeenth such event since
its founding by Professor Al Mugel in
1973. The Mu gel is one of the few competitions in Tax litigation in America. As a
national competition the participating
schools come from as far away as Kentucky and Michigan. Fourteen teams representing ten schools attended, including
the one Buffalo Law School team, myself
and my team-mate John McGuire as re·
spondents.

by Dennis Fordham
As the one large event which the associate Desmond board members participate in as members of the host school's
task committees, associate members
have their one opportunity to gain experience in handling a large event prior to the
even larger Desmond annual competition . This year Leah Ranke, Assistant Director of the Moot Court, said there was
a "strong dedication" by the associate
members.
The event itself consisted of two pre·
liminary rounds on February 21 and 22
in which each team was on brief the first
night and. off brief the second. The oral
scores for these two nights counted 60%
towards determining the four semifinalist teams to compete the next night
on Friday, February 23. And on Saturday,
February 24 the final round between John
Marshal School of Law and University of
Detroit School of Law was held, with Detroit emerging as victor.
Later on Saturday, February 24, the
Mugel banquet was held in the Hilton on
the waterfront. The banquet started at
7 :00 p.m. with cocktails, and continued
with dinner at 8:00 p.m ., awards presentation at 9:00 p.m. and dancing at 10:00
p.m. As one who attended the banquet I

can say that the dinner plate was both
good and filling, and although people
were not at first keen on dancing, people
did generally have a good time.
The problem this year written by Professor Joyce, which should be familiar to
all students who have taken Federal Tax
I, was the debt-discharge income problem
from the Zarin N.J . tax case. For those
not acquainted with the facts, they are as
follows: In 1978 through 1979 Mr. Zarin,
a professional engineer, in spite of an unworthy credit rating, was given a line of
credit up to $200,000 by Casino Resorts
and proceeded to rake-up gambling
losses that amounted to in excess of
$2,000,000 by the end of 1979. Unbelievable as this is, Mr. Zarin was able to pay
the full sum of his losses. Zarin, did not,
however, learn his lesson. Instead he per·
sisted to be a compulsive gambler spending 14 hours a day, seven days a week,
and betting up to $15,000 on the throw
of the dice - Mr. Zarin's gambling addiction was limited to craps. Casino Resorts
had at this time received some 800 violations of the N.J. Casino Act warnings,
some 100 alone attributable to Mr. Zarin,
but continued to give Mr. Zarin credit because of his ability to draw large crowds
and encourage higher wagers. In fact Mr.
Zarin was treated as a king with suite and
meals complementary on the house. The
fun came to an end at the end of 1980 by
which time Mr. Zarin had accumuated
some $3,345,000 in fresh gambling
losses. This time however Mr. Zarin could
not pay the full amount, and instead in
1981, in an out-of-court settlement with
Casino Resorts, Mr. Zarin settled the debt
for $500,000. The two issues were : first,
did Mr. Zarin receive income in 1980when
Casino Resorts allowed him up to
$3,435,000 of a line of credit, and second,
did Zarin receive debt-discharge income
in 1981 when he discharged his dept of
$3,435,000 for $500,0007
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EDITORIAL:

Work a Day in the Public Interest
Well Worth the Effort
This year The Buffalo Public Interest Law Program (BPILP) is sponsoring
its third annual "Work A Day In The Public Interest" pledge drive. The object
of the fund drive is simple: to generate donations to help fund student
internships with public interest employers. Rather than asking generally for
donations, the organization is asking us to pledge an amount equal to one
day's salary and offers the incentive of a free T-shirt for a $30.00 down
payment.
The Work A Day fund drive has been a success the past two years and it
is up to us to make it a success this year. The idea of asking for a contribution
equivalent to one day's salary is both innovative and effective. We can
ingratiate ourselves by convincing ourselves that we have paid our debt to
society and at the same time do not have to give up a lifetime to do it, only
one day.
Of course, contributions do not have to be equal to one days salary, they
can be more or less and it is doubtful that BPILP will turn any amount of
money down. As students and faculty we should do our best to support
this worthwhile cause. Let's see lots of work a day T-shirts roaming the
halls the week of April 2nd!!

Health and Human Services Secretary
Takes the Offensive in War on Tobacco
Three cheers for Health and Human Services secretary Dr. Louis Sullivan.
At last, a public official has taken a visible and vocal stance against the
cigarette companies that have held Washington D.C. in their pockets for
years.
During the past two months Sullivan has spoken out against tobacco
company sponsorship of sporting events. He has urged athletes to reject
tobacco-industry support as "blood-money" and to refrain from participating in any event sponsored by a tobacco company. This is a tall order for
many athletes as tobacco companies are a dominant force at many sporting
events (most notably tennis and race car driving).
Sullivan also recently denounced R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. and its plans
to market a cigarette ("Uptown") aimed at African-Americans. Sullivan's
protests, along with protests from civil rights groups, forced Reynolds to
cancel plans for the new cigarette.
Reynolds, however, won't roll over and die (unlike those who smoke their
cigarettes) and has plans to market a new cigarette ("Dakota") aimed at
18-24 year old white, uneducated, working class women. The aim of Dakota
is to attract the "tough girls" that are usually the consumers of Marlboro's,
manufactured by Phillip Morris and one of Reynold's toughest competitors.
Sullivan, has a tough fight ahead of him but will no doubt be a powerful
force in the attempt to put the powerful tobacco lobby out of commission.

Dear U.B. Law Students,
Faculty, and Administration:

As the only state law school in New
York, we have a special responsibility to
support and stimulate work in the public
interest. I am especially pleased to tell you
about the student initiated public interest
program, now in its third year.
The BPILP sponsored "Work a Day in
the Public Interest" pledge drive funds UB
law students in summer public interest
jobs. Last spring over $10,000 was raised
during the pledge drive, thus creating this
summer's internships at Western New
York legal services organizations, which
provide services to disadvantaged and
underrepresented groups. Last summer
the organizations included Legal Services
for the Elderly, Farmworkers Legal Services, Volunteer Lawyers Project and
Neighborhood Legal Services. Because of
the strong support received in the past,
BPILP is considering an expansion of its
program for the summer of 1991 to include internships both locally and nationally.
Your generosity can help achieve a significant increase in the number of UB law
students working in the public interest. It
is a happy supplement to our own law
school funded fellowship program, which
is also in its third year of existence.
BPILP's internships are funded by UB law
students aggregating a day's worth of

their expected annual or summer income.
Faculty will also be asked to make a similar contribution. We know from the experiences of schools like Michigan, UCLA
and Yale, which are among the dozens of
schools which conduct similar drives,
contributions can easily add up to
$40,000. This year UB has a goal of
$20,000.
The concept of devoting a day's worth
of your income to fund public interest internships seems manageable and helps
put the commitment you are being asked
to make in perspective. I hope you will
find satisfaction both in increasing the
public interest effort in law, and in helping
some of your friends and colleagues to
work in the public interest over the summer.
As I join in making a personal commitment to support the "Work a Day in the
Public Interest" pledge drive, I want to
thank the UB law students who have demonstrated special creativity, commitment, and enthusiasm in their leadership.
They hope that each of us will have the
satisfaction of helping a program that will
become a natural part of the lives and
commitments of members of the UB law
community for many years.
Sincerely,
David B. Filvaroff
Dean

Law Review Selection: Grades & Writing Ability
To The Editor:

I am writing in response to Gary
Ketchum's article "Getting on Law Review", published in the February 28 edition of The Opinion. I don't know what I
expected when I began to read Gary's article, but I was surprised to find that his
offer of "a correct understanding of the
criteria relied upon in the selection process" for law review was nothing more
than another statement of rumors about
the grades received in the different sections.
Gary contends that getting on law review is based on grades and not writing
ability. His main support is "numerous
instructors" in §3 gave Q* grades while
few instructors in other sections gave the
Q* grade. Since the Law Review considers Q* grades, this means that a section
that gets more Q* grades has an unfair
advantage. Gary, why don't you look at
the grade figures? (As published by The
Opinion.)

H
Q*
Q
D
§1
153 51
481
19
§2
187 89 451
9
§3
181 56 473 24
The figures just don't support your contention about the Q* grades. § 1 does
show about 15% less H grades than the
other section and this might have some
effect on the outcome. But these grade
figures do not explain why §3 had twentytwo people selected as opposed to the

seven people selected from §2. Maybe the
casenote is an important part of the selection process for Law Review? Maybe
there is some connection between writing
ability, grades and the ability to write a
good casenote? I think there is. When I
recommend grades in my research and
writing class, writing ability and grades
are directly related. When professors
grade exams, I assume writing ability
must count because writing ability and
substantive understanding are not easily
separable. Substance cannot be adequately expressed unless a person writes,
ancl a person cannot write well unless she/
he understands the substance. Additionally, people's ability to write doesn't improve when they are given more time to
complete a given assignment. Many
times the result is more words and less
substance.
The selection process for law review
must be based both on grades and writing
ability. It is a fair way to judge both past
and present performance. No system of
selection would be perfect for everyone.
Especially since the rewards of Law Review are great, there will always be a
tense atmosphere surroun.ding the selection process. Some people will get accepted and others will not. But there is
no reason to suspect that people on law
review would want to select students
from a particular section or students not
qualified to edit their journal.
Jonathan Johnson

Staff
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Disillusioned Student Becries
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As an incoming freshman at the University of Buffalo School of Law, I thought
that I would finally be exposed to an exciting intellectual educational arena where
the racial innuendoes would be behind
me (not too far though) .
Instead I often find myself in the middle
of bewildering ignorance and immaturity
within my own classes. In the beginning
of my first semester, it was difficult to tell
which students were more liberal and
open-minded and which students were
more conservative. Depending on the
topic of discussion in a class like ... let's
say ... Constitutional Law, someone who
was very observant and listened very
closely, could tell which side of the fence
students fell on.
I chose Constitutional Law as an exam-

pie because unlike classes such as Contracts and Civil Procedure, we were more
apt to read and discuss cases that dealt
with discrimination, segregation and racism.
This semester has been more interesting. There have been a number of days
when I would sit in class and something
would distract me. The "something" that
distracted me quickly became someone.
What I witnessed was quite disturbing. I
noticed that whenever a non-white student had a question or made a comment
during the discussion, a certain group of
boys and occasionally a girl would giggle,
whisper amongst themselves and sigh in
utter boredom if they felt that the student
really had nothing importantto contribute
to the conversation.
(continued on page I I)

Entertainment Industry Continues to Put Us Through Sequel Hell
In the glitter and glitz of what is known
as "Tinsel Town," one needn't look very
far to find artists at work. Movies, sitcoms, talk shows. Indeed, Hollywood is
filled with actresses, actors, directors,
musicians and comedians. You wou,d
think, with all of the talent and money
that is available, that we would be treated
to an onslaught of creative and imaginative films, original television, and fresh
comedy routines. Unfortunately, there
seems, at least in Hollywood's case, to be
no direct correlation between good work
and talent.

by Andrew Culbertson
Managing Editor
Clearly, Hollywood produces its fair
share of "good" movies each year. However, for every Cuckoo's Nest, Deer
Hunter, or Godfather, there are at least
ten Rambos, Jasons and Police Academys. Once upon a time, when a movie
did well at the box office, you could almost bet that there would be, at some
time or another, a sequel. Oddly enough,
the "do well at the box office" pre-requisite has been greatly liberalized. In other
words, movies that do mediocre and even
poorly are now giving birth to sequels.
To be fair, there have been'. instances
where sequels actually rivalled their pre-

decessors. Any of the Star Wars or Indiana Jones follow-ups are testimony to
that. But, and it's a big but, at least 80%
of all sequels are garbage, at least when
directly compared to their predecessor.
While this percentage may seem a bit
high, remember that there have been six
Police Academys, seven Friday the Thirteenths,
and
five
Nightmare
on
Elmstreets. These Police Academy
movies have crashed and burned so
many times that I'm surprised Bubba
Smith still shows his face in public.
The real crime here, however, isn't the
fact that we are subjected to the likes of
Halloween X. It's the fact that with all the
so-called artistic talent available, boring,
unoriginal sequels are beginning to rival,
if not outnumber, regular films. They say
that imitation is the highest form of flattery. I say that imitation is the quickest
way to make a buck without working at it.
Movies, perhaps not unsurprisingly,
are not the only entities guilty of unoriginality. Cable, as well as prime time television, has proven that it is just as capable
as the film industry when it comes to rehashing old ideas. I was amazed, upon
the hookup of cable to my televsion set
at the number of old sitcoms that have
been resurrected. It was like being in television hell. The Beaver was back, along
with Gidget, Lassie, the Munsters, and

Father Knows Best (Robert Young returned as affable Jim Anderson for a
seven-hour Father's Day special). While
Gidget and the new Munsters have different casts (after all, Sally Field and Fred
Gwynne have moved on to bigger and
better things), the new Leave it to Beaver,
and Father Knows Best have, more or
less, brought back the original actors and
actresses.
Although I couldn't bear to actually
watch one of these shows for more than
five minutes, I did see enough to tell you
how pathetic it is to see the same dumb
characters with the sarne dumb personalities doing the same dumb things
for laughs. You think that three decades
might change a person. Alas, not in the
world of sitcom resurrection. Eddie Haskell was obnoxious, mean and interminably juvenile as a kid. The grownup version
is no better. Likewise, Kathy, Bud and
"Princess" have all grown up, but when
push comes to shove, they still turn to
dad for advice.
I must confess that I did watch a considerable portion of the The Bradys, which
recently aired on prime time television
(will wonders never cease?). Although the
original was no bargain, the resurrection
in this case was tantamount to the son's
return in The Monkey's Paw. Socrates, unfortunately, never posed the question,

"What could be worse than Marcia getting hit on the nose with a football?" If
he had, the answer might have been
Bobby confined to a wheelchair, Jan unable to get pregnant, and Marcia, the
swelling gone down, now unable to drive
the kids around because of her drinking
problem. Believe it or not, this is what
actually happened over the course of several episodes. The only thing that actually
is believable about this show is that it was
quickly cancelled.
Since the production of more of these
rehashes, as well as some awful movie
sequels, seems inevitable, I would offer
some sage advice to the producers. First,
if you can't bring the original actor or actress back, just kill off the character. I
mean, if I have to watch Marcia Brady, I
at least want the original one. Second,
don't try and make the show any different
than what it was. While this may seem
contradictory of what I said earlier, my
rationale is that as bad as the old show
or movie might have been, a change can
only make it worse. The producers of The
Bradys are probably sorry that they tried
to make the show serious, instead of sticking with the original fluff. What's next,
Danny Partridge grown up and doing
Shakepeare? If it has to be bad, at least
make it believable.
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The Trouble with Child-Snatching, Satan-Worshipping, Commie Gays
DOCTORS CURE GAYS WITH CATTLE
PRODS! Hmmm. That was the headline
screaming off the front of one of those
tabloid rags you see at the checkout
counter, which is where I happened to be
the other day when I read about the above
medical miracle. Imagine my relief. After
26 years of worrying if I, too, would be
stricken with the fiendish disease of
homosexuality, science at last discovered
a cure!

by Michael D. Gurwitz
Features Editor
JEWS STOP HOARDING MONEY!
BLACKS TURN FROM CRIME TO WORK!
WOMEN ADMIT THEY LIKE RAPE! If this

kind of crapola showed up on the front
pages of supermarket tabloids, the next
headline in the New York Times would
read: MILLIONS BURN DOWN OFFICES
OF SUPERMARKET TABLOIDS! In our
slowly evolving, slowly civilizing society,
it is no longer considered socially acceptable to blatantly slander Jews, Blacks,
Women, and other so-called minorities,
with one glaring exception: homosexuals. How else can one explain the above
headline greeting millions of shoppers in
this country? "Oh look, dear, they've finally figured out a cure for queers. Thank
God, now maybe that awful Aids virus
will go away."
Yeah, I know, nobody with a grain of
intelligence respects newspapers that

Student Speaks Out Against
Proposed Faculty Grading Sanctions
In recent weeks, since final exams,
there have been grumblings of discontent
about the lack of expediency in which professors post grades. I am as impatient as
the next, but in this instance, I think it
might be relevant to consider something
Shakespeare said: "He's in his fit and
does not talk after the wisest." The present petition that anticipates inflicting
sanctions against professors is probably
not after the wisest.

by Jerri B. Gordon
It is well to remember that grading is
entirely subjective and what's more, it is
entirely one sided: the professor's. If,
however, there are some unconvinced
idealists who retain a naivety due to the
belief that one's success on exams is dependent upon, or is the result of, personal
effort~ knowledge, or eloquence, brace
yourself to experience the reverse. The
testing segment is unchangeable in the
sense that students will always be disconnected from the power professors have
in grading. Is it wise to put them in a bad
humour about this? Sanctions would not
improve our marks, but there is a very
strong likelihood they could make them
a great deal worse. After all, professors
are mostly human and one could assume
that vengence is not a foreign concept to
them.
The Rabbi said, "He who is without sin,
cast the first stone." I know of many more
students who are tardy turning in papers
due professors, than there are laggard
professors
posting
exam
grades.
Whether we as individuals owe a late
paper or not, we are still part of that assemblage called 'student body' and
there's no getting around the fact that

many of this group do owe papers for
extended periods of time. If sanctions are
brought against the professors because
of this petition, the suffering will far outweigh any perceived gain.
Furthermore, I doubt that many professors find the written word of their students exhilarating or by any means
unique. Even I was surprised by the obtuseness I manifested in answering
exams, and from my marks, I'd say my
reasonings had a similar impact on those
reading them. If each student in any first
year section wrote only one blue book for
every exam question, the professors
would have to read a minimum of 2,000
pages, and I'm not talking about words
of brilliance from Holmes or Cardozo, I'm
talking about first year students who are
often so nervous they can scarcely read
the question, much less answer it in an
articulate manner. The woman sitting in
front of me used 11 blue books for one
exam. I watched in sinking horror as she
went time and time again for additional
blue books. (She probably got an H. I assuredly did not, but at least my writing
hand was well rested.)
Having to wait a long time for anything
does impress one as unfair, unfriendly
and more than a dedicated person should
have to bear. There was a time when I
would have agreed with the gentle souls
of the petition, but progressing age has
allowed me to see down some roads and
to recognize that every act has its price.
Though sanctions against professors
might shorten our wait, they would surely
extend our misery. It does, after all, seem
a petty point compared to the other important issues relating to law school.

regularly report on Elvis sightings and
three-headed
babies.
But
the
homophobic poison spread by a highly
visible headline like "Doctors cure gays
with cattle prods!" is not limited to the
publishers of supermarket tabloids. It is
dispensed quite willingly by this country's
executive,
legislative,
and
judicial
branches, endorsed by its mighty armed
forces and intelligence agencies, praised
by organized religion, and enforced by the
police, petty bureaucrats (including University presidents), corporate parasites,
and other holders of social power. Television, film, and radio all take turns at gaybashing (though to its credit, television
tries to avoid limp-wristed stereotypes though to its debit, television still doesn't
have the courage to depict happy and
healthy gay couples).
Many people have tried to answer the
question of why red-blooded, steak-eating, patriotic-type Americans cannot tolerate homosexuality. I don't know the answer - but religious intolerance, men's
uncertainty about their own sexuality,
and the need to scapegoat are certainly
prime suspects. It is tempting to say that
only the religiously fanatical or ignorant
indulge in homophobia, but alas, that is
not true. George Bush and William Rehnquist may be many things (multi-legged
and slimey), but they are neither stupid
nor ill-educated.
Neither, for that matter, are students in
this law school. A cartoon on the back
page of the February, 1900 edition of The
Federalist Papers, published by the Buffalo Federalist Society, depicts a Critical
Legal Studies Don Quixote mounted on
his trusty steed, communism. Listed
among this commie scum's foolish concerns is, what else, homophobia. Okay,
folks, so what do we have here? Red-baiting of CLS, to start with. But worse yet is
the insinuation that homophobia is both
a quixotic concern and an Enemy/Them
concern. In other words, all level-headed
loyal Americans need not care that gays
and lesbians are subject to daily harassment, institutional discrimination, and
violent attacks. It's a despicable cartoon.
Equally despicable is the JAG's secret
recruiting visit here last month. For those
of you who still don't know, the Judge
Advocate General's Corp (JAG which
rhymes with SLAG but don't apply if
you're a FAG) will not hire law students
who are gay because gays might be subject to blackmail which will threaten or
even destroy national security and then
we'll all be eating borscht, or some other
such nonsense. Yes, I know, there are
those who do not want to be denied the
opportunity to apply to JAG simply be-

cause JAG's hiring policies are frowned
upon by a number of your fellow classmates. But the point is that law school
funds, paid for by law school students,
including gay ones, were used to bring
JAG to UB even though JAG Won't hire
the very students who paid for their opportunity to recruit on campus: Straight
students might be able to apply, but their
fellow gay students cannot. It's like going
back 25 years: "Well, it's too bad black
students can't apply, but why should that
stop me?" The answer is common human
decency.
Homophobia is a disease whose demise is long overdue. Keep your religion
and your morality and your sexual hangups to yourself! Straights need to join
hands with gays and demonstrate for federal and state laws banning discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation,
just as whites joined with blacks in the
civil rights days. The situation now is intolerable . If we, especially students, work
in solidarity with the last great oppressed
group of human beings in this country,
then we can finally banish those damned
sodomy laws and regressive discriminatory practices and give gay men and
women the freedom and equality which
they deserve. Hopefully, one day we'll be
standing on line in the supermarket and
see a headline which reads: DOCTORS
CURE HOMOPHOBES WITH CATTLE
PRODS!

IMPORTANT DATES
TO REMEMBER ...
1990-1991
Executive Board Elections
All first or second year students interested in running for
a position on the 1990-1991
SBA Executive Board must
submit signed petitions by Friday, March 30 at noon in the
SBA office. Petitions may be
picked up at any time. Elections
will be held Wednesday and
Thursday, April 4 and 5. An
Executive Board Forum will be
held on Thursday, March 29 in
which the candidates will debate and discuss their platforms to the public. Candidate
statements that are to appear
in The Opinion are due Monday, March 26 in boxes 59 or 60.
March 21, 1990 The Opinion
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FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS EXCLUSIVELY
Take advantage of this special opportunity to become a Gold Card member.
American Express will approve your
application based upon your status as a
graduate student. Your acceptance will
not be dependent on employment and
income history. As long as you have no
negative credit history and no negative
American Express experience, you can
soon be carrying the Gold Card.
And you need only call to apply. Any
time, day or night, 24 hours a day. There
is no lengthy application to complete.
Once you receive the Gold Card, you
can begin enjoying the many benefits of
this distinguished membership, including: Worldwide check-cashing privileges. Emergency Card replacement
(usually by the next business day). A
complimentary 24-hour, toll-free travel
service. As well as insurance protection
for your Gold Card purchases.
The Gold Card. Available to you now
on this exclusive basis from American
Express. Call today to apply.

The Gold Card~
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The Student Faculty Initiated Internship: An Inside Look
Any and all first and second year students who are interested in working in
the area of public interest law this sum mer may be eligible to receive a Student
Faculty Initiated Internship (SFII) award
from the Buffalo Public Interest Law Program . The award will fund a summer 1990
experience for the students who are chosen by the participating agencies .

by Mary Clare Kane
Staff Writer
BPILP invites certain agencies, such as
Legal Services Corporations, to submit
their 1990 internship proposals. The
membership of BPILP selects agencies for
participation in the 1990 SFII program.
Then BPILP, along with the Career Development Office, collects resumes from
interested students .

" How do I apply? "
First and foremost one must decide that
s/he is interested in a public interest legal
experience . Second , one must submit her
resume et al to BPLIP and CDO designating which participating agencies s/he desires an interview. The resumes are then
forwarded from BPLIP to the various
agencies i.e. Neighborhood Legal Services (NLS), Volunteer Lawyer's Project
(VLP), Legal Services for the Elderly (LSE) ,
Farmworker's Legal Services (FLS) and
other qualifying agencies. The agency
then chooses those applicants it desires
to interview. The applicants are interviewed, and the LSC agency decides to
whom they will offer an internship. The
student who accepts the prospective internship offer is then awarded the SFII
award.

Application material (resume, transcript and cover letters) will be due at the
BPILP office, room 509 O'Brian Hall
shortly after March 18, 1990. The exact
deadline will be announced and posted
in the mailroom.
" Minority students and women are
especially encouraged to apply for the
SFll's" said Kathleen Welch (2L) and
Graduate Assistant for Public Interest
Law. Such a remark is in reference to the
fact that in the past SFII awards have gone
to a predominantly white male student
body . "Although BPILP's past record may
seem to reflect some disparity, it must be
noted that the agencies interviewed those
students who submitted the requisite
materials and interviewed for the internships. Such disparity can only be corrected in the first stage of the application

Grade Chart Fall 1990
Instructor

Course

Date Posted**

Atleson
Avery
Avery
Berger
Berger
Binder
Binder
Birzon
Blum
Blum
Buckley
Cameron
Carr
Delcotto
Delcotto
Engel
Engel
Ewing
Ewing
Freeman
Freeman
Girth
Girth
Halpern
Hager
Headrick
Hezel
Hurwitz
Hyman
Hyman
Joyce
Kannar
Kaplan
Kenyatta*
Kenyatta
Konefsky
Konefsky
Leary
Lindgren
Mensch
Mugel
Munger
Murphy
Newhouse
Olsen
Phillips
Pitegoff
Pitegoff
Reis
Reis
Rimar
Seales-Trent
Schlegel
Schlegel
Seipp
Seipp
Singleton
Staff
Sullivan
Swartz
Szczygiel
Thuronyi
Thuronyi
Zimmerman
Zimmerman

Participation & Control in the Workplace
Employment Relationships
Family Trans.
Civil Proc. (sec. 1)
Researi;:.h and Writing (sec. 1)
Democracy
lnternat'I Law
Evidence
Civil Proc. (sec. 3)
Research and Writing (sec. 3)
Comm. Paper
Comparative Const. Jurisprudence
Crim . Proc. I
Corporate Tax
Federal Tax 1
Legal and Social Perspectives of Disability
Torts (sec. 1)
Criminal Law (sec. 1)
Psych. and Crim . Law
Anti-Trust
Con Law (sec. 2)
Debtors & Creditors
Gender Based Discrimination
Criminal Law (sec.2)
Education Clinic
Corporc,!te Trans.
Low Income Housing Clinic
Insurance Law
Adv. Legal Writing
Legal Methods
Federal Tax I
Ethics, Law and Politics
Planning Law in Practice
Civil Rights and Con. History
Constituting Democracy
Contracts (sec. 1)
Law and Amer Labor History
lnternat'I Legal Systems
Remedies
Contracts (sec. 2)
Future Interests
Municipal Law
Lawyering Skills
School Law
Research and Writing (sec. 2)
Securities Reg.
Comm . Econ. Dev. pinic
Worker Owner Transactions
Problems in Env. Quality
Property 2
Asylum Clinic
Con Law2
Corporations
Jud. Clerkship
Immigration Clinic
Immigration Law
Criminal Law
Trial Technique
NewYorkPrac.
Family Law
Administrativ~ Law
Federal Tax I
Non-Profit Orgs.
Counseling Small Business
Small Business Clinic

2/2/90
1/11 /90
2/12/90
1/19/90
1/16/90
2/26/90
2/5/90
1/23/90
2/9/90
2/14/90
1/16/90
1/18/90
2/16/90
1/2/90
1/2/90
1/29/90
1/11 /90
2/ 15/90
2/12/90
1/ 19/90
1/ 11 /90
1/16/90
2/8/90
1/22/90
1/3/90
2/20/90
2/5/90
3/6/90
2/20/90
1/19/90
2/26/90
2/26/90
1/30/90
2/27/90
2/27/90
1/11/90
1/23/90
2/15/90
1/30/90
1/ 11/90
1/12/90
2/5/90
1/18/90
1/9/90
1/31 /90
3/7/90
1/5/90
2/9/90
3/9/90
2/9/90
1/25/90
1/23/90
1/11 /90
2/22/90
1/30/90
1/ 12/90
1/14/90
1/12/90
2/14/90
2/16/90
1/17/90
1/2/90
2/14/90
1/5/90
1/5/90

H*

H

Q*

2

8
15

2
8

9

3

1
5
1

6

4

1

14
35
2
21
17
23
38
21

D

F

1
11
3
63

4

44

1

2
30
70
59
21
54
3

33

99

15
16

21
56

8
18

6

2

13
10
7
26
15
29
2
20
4
21
3
18
4
6
20
5
4
20
5
13
5
10
6
14
10
15
13
12
30
12
3
7

8

55
57
9
17
71
41

12

9

45
3
22
5
49
9
26
49

1
6

14
5
5

3

19

3

8

5

7

1

4

6

15
16
2

22

2

Q

18
3
63
5
8
5
72
19
21

44
1

13
23
34
4
17
13
10
21
12
6

24
77
23
47

9
85

19
26

3

18
39
13
6
6
6

32
4
6
35
4

2

4

44

VLP is a not-for-profit corporation and
(it) assists indigent persons in finding pro
bono legal help for cases involving civil
disputes. The VLP staff and volunteers are
all really nice people. As a result, the office
was relaxed and easy going. Everyone
seemed to recognize the value of the work
that VLP does.
Initial contact with prospective clients
is done by phone . The secretary gets a
brief description of the client's legal problem, and I would call the prospective
client back. Upon making contact with the
prospective client I would conduct
another screening . Eligibility for VLP services is based on income, a client must
be poor, and case type priority. A client
is automatically income eligible if they fall
within 115% of the poverty line. Basically,
for an individual their gross income must
be about $141 or less per week VLP does
not handle any criminal cases and only
handles a limited range of civil matters.
For example, VLP will not provide legal
assistance to people who want to sue
someone else, but will provide assistance
to those who are being sued . The former
is potentially fee generating and thus the
person could probably get a private attorney to handle the case. The latter represents an area where a defendant in an
action is not going to recover money but
is faced with having money taken from
them . Poor people do not normally have
the resources to hire an attorney to defend them in such a case. Some of the
areas that VLP provides legal assistance
are: divorces, bankruptcies, wills for the
terminally ill, representation at Unemployment Compensation hearings,
landlord/tenant problems, tort defense,
foreclosures, small estates, dept collections and more.
Often, I would know that we (VLP)
couldn't help a person and in such cases
a person is referred to the appropriate
agencies (such as Neighborhood Legal
Services, Legal Aid or the Erie County Bar
Association's Lawyer Referral Services).
Once secure in the knowledge that VLP
might be able to assist someone, I would

6
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2
36
12
13

415 Sn~ Affll•. Slllte 61
New Yorll, New Tort 10001
(111) 594-5696 (101) 615-3565

NOTICE TO ALL
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Kannar
Leary
Meidinger
Newhouse
Olsen
Olsen
Phillips

Law and National Security
Canadian Health Care
Property (sec. 3)
Comparative State Constitutional Law
Civil Proc. (sec. 2)
Criminal Appellate Delay
Government Sponsored Religion

All student group budget proposals
are due Wednesday, March 21 at 5:00
p.m. Please submit the budget proposals to the SBA office orto mailbox
#692 . Failure to submit your proposal
will bar your organization from re ceiving anyfundingforthe 1990-1991
fiscal year.

March 21, 1990

1.

0 11

3

The following grades were not posted as of 3/12/20:
Law, Science and Medicine
International Law and Order
Law and Epidemiology
Natural Resources
Feminist Theory and The Law
Torts (sec. 3)
New York Practice
Punishment and Responsibility

BARRIE D. MCFADDEN (3L)
VOLUNTEER LAWYER'S PROJECT, INC.

(continued

**The deadline for posting grades was 2/15/90
*20 Grades are missing from this class list

Albert
Blum
Boyer
Boyer
Finley
Finley
Gresens
Haplern

process which is the original submi!.sion
of application material to BPILP and COO .
We then simply review the material and
immediately forward it to the participating agencies. BPILP does not participate
in the actual selection process other than
in selecting which agencies are eligible
for participation, encouraging law stu dents to apply and then of course, by
funding the summer internships," said
Welch .
Former SFII recipients have recounted
their summer experience as interns for
the readership of The Opinion. What fol lows are excerpts from their personal accounts of the summer of 1989.
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llal Holbrook At Shea's As Mark Twain -Simply Remarkable
It was my first visit to Shea's Theater,
and that experience, too, was awesome.
Its sumptuous, rustic ambience with its
rich regal colors, soft lighting and ornately carved landscape was a majestic
sensual adventure, if ever those terms
applied. We had top-dollar seats in the
mid-center balcony (that was an accident), and from the start, we were swept
up in the aura of the event and the stately
spirit of the theater, as Hal Holbrook
brought Mark Twain to Shea's in Buffalo
March 3.

Hal Holbrook has received several
Emmy Awards for his television performances (The Senator; That Certain Summer), but says that's just "a way of making
a living" (Violanti, A., Buffalo News, 3/2/
90, B-7, Col. 2). Of his Mark Twain performances Holbrook says, "But there are a
few things I've done that have stature.
That's when it excites you" (!_g_ at B-7).
Holbrook extemporaneously selects from
a vast collection of Twain commentaries
and anecdotes in his two hour performances, as he merges completely with
the Twain character, in a show that originated on Broadway as "Mark Twain Tonight!" That show represents the third of
his Emmy Awards. Holbrook has been
performing his one-man show as Mark
Twain since 1954. He last performed at
Shea's in 1984.

His entrance on stage electrified the audience as it erupted into an applause
which it sustained for several minutes.
From the very start, the humor was poignant and unrelenting, as one line spilled
into another before the laughter could
subside. An intense sense of reverence
and respect infused the air, as manifest
both by Holbrook's presence on stage and
the penetrating wit of a historical figure
determined to pierce the facade of daily
life.
Holbrook's performance was so natural
and conversational it was easy to forget
that this was not Mark Twain, but merely
a seasoned actor who executed, in flawless fashion, a mimicry which approximated the image of a man we'd never
met, but whom we felt we'd always intimately known.
For the most part the performance
turned on the pointed, jocular satire of
Twain, but Holbrook began the second
part of the performance with a re-enactment of a passage from Huckleberry Finn.
It was here that the true talent of Holbrook
shone through, as he shifted fluidly from
Finn's adolescent narrative voice, into the
voices of several adult characters in the
scene described by Finn, and then back
into the boyish voice of Finn ... back and
forth he went, fluently, flawlessly, effortlessly, with each character sustaining
his discreet identity with such clarity that
you always knew which character was
speaking even though the lens was jumping to and fro rapidly in the manner of a

Public Service . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . • . • • . • . from page 4

Meidinger observed that the doctrinal
tools seemed to "hit the end of the road"
in the early 1980's. Today the current position of CLS seems to be that "we have
to get serious about learning from people
who aren't legal academics or lawyers
and who might even be clients." He commented that the conference reflected "the
current openness and many-centeredness of the CLS movement."
In making a final remark before ending

the discussion, Ms. Finley pointed out that
today it is important for law students interested in practicing public interest law
to expand their knowledge in all areas of
the law, especially business law. She said
that students should be aware that they
will run into problems in areas outside
what used to be the traditional public interest law realm (constitutional law, civil
rights, employment discrimination etc.)
and should prepare accordingly.

by Gary B. Ketcham
Staff Writer

...

young boys tale. When the Finn passage
was complete, Holbrook paused for several minutes, walked slowly to the stage
prop high back chair, reached for his cigar,
pulled out a white handkerchief and
wiped his face with it slowly ... deliberately, then strolled pensively, in a meditative cadence, back to the stage prop lectern, and in this ensuing, penetrating lull
you knew that Mark Twain had returned
to the set. It was a most powerful and
remarkable thing to witness.
There were only a few, brief somber
moments in the show that were marked,
from their inception, by an intense and
pervading quietude, in which you could
hear Twain's somewhat labored nostril
breathing as he prepared to launch into
a solemn issue. The audience keyed on
these cues immediately, with an uncanny
anticipation of the pensive, sedate mood
that was now cast upon the moment. In
a low, gravelly voice Twain then slowly,
regretfully spoke of slavery, in his midwestern drawl, punctuated by reflective
pauses countenanced by the forced nostril exhalations signifying bewilderment.
Returning to the levity of parody, Holbrook wandered through Twain's musings of how absurd it is for humans to
think that they are the superior species
on earth, God's chosen ones. Animals occupy the air, the sea, the wilderness and
the deserts, he said, while humans are
confined largely to only one-fifth of the
earth's surface. If we are God's favorite
species, he said, he sure has a funny way
of showing it. Holbrook ran through a
Twain parody on Theodore Roosevelt, the
conservationist, who with rifle in hand,
took half of the U.S. military with him in
a cross-country safari in which he shot a
bear, which Twain insists was really a
domestic cow. Twain said that humankind is the lowest of the species, not the
highest. We are at the bottom of the
hierarchy, "the lowest ... the lowest ... the
very lowest ... except for the French who
are still lower," Holbrook's voice trailed

off to a whisper until he blurted out the
comment about the French.
On the issue of health and morality, Holbrook hauled out Twain's story about the
woman who was seriously ill and was told
by her doctor to quit smoking, drinking
and swearing. The woman replied that
she would gladly give them up exceptthat
she didn't do any of those things. Several
weeks later she died. Twain said, "Now
there is a woman who had neglected her
habits. She was like a sinking ship that
had no cargo to throw overboard."
Next came the discussion about honesty. Holbrook brought to life Twain's
comment about George Washington. "As
we all know, George Washington 'could
not tell a lie.' I have a higher and more
difficult ethic which I adhere to. I CAN tell
a lie but I choose not to." Holbrook's
Twain insisted that the only reason the
young Washington told the truth was because he was already plotting on ways to
get elected into the White House. He said
that telling the truth about such harmless,
inconsequential matters was not that important. Then, Holbrook's voice lowered,
and he became serious ... very solemn,
and he said, the most invidious and immoral lies are those of 'omission,' like the
lies about slavery, where society remained comfortably silent while only a
scant few raised their voices against it.
But Holbrook's Twain, for the most part,
spoke with a positive, sardonic bite to cast
out anecdotes in a burlesque, humorous
vein. "When I was a boy of fourteen," he
said, "my father was so ignorant I could
hardly stand to have the old man around.
But when I got to be twenty-one, I was
astonished at how much he had learned
in seven years."
If laughter is what the doctor ordered,
this was a show that should have been
prescribed. Cerebral ... thought provoking ... luminous and uplifting. It radiated
with the confidence of a stellar performer
invoking the insights of a literary sage ...
and it was a performance one ought not
to have missed .

Kaplan-SMH proudly announces:

Computerized Diagnostic Analysis
Attorneys Reading Your NY Essays
More Multistate Questions
Until now, studying for the bar exam has been a guessing game for many students. Sure all bar review courses teach the
law, and some give you practice exams along the way. ,But now, Kaplan-SMH is providing a sophisticated diagnostic tool to
all of its students as an integral portion of our course. We not only teach the law and give you lots of prac.tice, we analyze
your practice by computer and give you detailed diagnostic printouts showing which subjects need more study!

The CDA:
Indentifies the core subjects in which you are strong;
Shows you the major topics and subtopics you should study more, and refers you to the appropriate study materials;
Helps you avoid wasting time on the subjects and topics ~hich you already know;
Provides an estimated MBE score!
On the NY Bar, Kaplan-SMH has added live readers for your sample essays. Practicing attorneys will read your essays,
examine them for accuracy, for analysis, and for style. You will receive your essays back with substantive comments.

Kaplan-SMH

For more info:
837-8022
..._ 1-800-343-9188
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Internship

In Favor of the Traditional Grading System

call the person back and ask them to come
into the office for an interview. During the
interview I would get a more detailed picture of the legal problem as the client
filled out some of the VLP forms. Generally, VLP seeks to refer indigent clients to
private attorneys who will work on the
client's case on a pro bono basis. I would
then contact the listed attorneys who had
indicated a desire to work on pro bono
cases in a certain area of the law.
Some client's problems were handled
directly "in house." I would represent
clients at unemployment compensation
hearings or I might negotiate with a creditor for a temporarily reduced monthly
payment on an obligation. Other times, I
would work with a private attorney to accomplish a task on behalf of a client.
All in all the job was very rewarding. I
gained a better appreciation for the plight
of the poor for legal help in a society
where the cost of an attorney continues
to soar.

To The Editor:
The current grading system was established in 1969 primarily to create a more
friendly and less competitive atmosphere
in the law school. As a result, all ranking
and grade point averages (GPAs) were
abolished. I believe that the current grading system has helped foster an amicable
law school and therefore it is certainly valuable. However, it was only necessary to
abolish ranking in order to realize this
goal. By abandoning the traditional form
of grading and replacing it with the current form of grading, detrimental side effects have come into existence.
First, I believe that the current grading
system has limited employment possibilities for a substantial number of students. Employers like to have an idea as
to where the candidates stand in relation
to their class . By barring employers from
this important piece of information, the
U.B. law student is at a disadvantage
when seeking employment. This may partially account for the fact that a sizable
portion of the third year students
graduate without a job. As was stated earlier, it is not necessary to incorporate a
ranking system. Once the traditional form
of grading is re-established, the employer
will be able to assess the approximate
rank of the student by comparing his or
her GPA with a similar GPA from a com-

parable law school. For example, if one
has a GPA of 3.0 and in a comparable
school a 3.0 correlates to a top 40% ranking then the employer can assume that
the U.B. student is also in the top 40% of
his or her class . Meanwhile, there would
be no ranking at U.B. which would help
to foster a less competitive environment.
The other detrimental effect of the current grading system is the fact that there
is no delineation between the "B" student
and the "C" student. Therefore, it is possible to work very hard in a class and receive a "Q." Likewise, it is also possible
to take it easy in the same class and receive a "Q" as well. Because the "Q" has
such a wide range, the student that has
excelled is not distinguished from the student that has barely made it. This is simply inequitable. Furthermore, many employers assume that a "Q" refers to a "C"
in spite of the efforts of the law school to
explain the grading system .
In closing, I believe that a return to the
traditional grading system (the A, B, C, D,
F system) without any form of class rank
is the best of both worlds. It fosters a less
competitive environment while opening
more employment possibilities for the
students and giving credit to those students that perform on a "B" level in class.

Sincerely,
David Steinberg, 2L

University Priorities Are Questioned
To The Editor:

March 6, 1990

PARKING VIOLATIONS FOR EVERYONE
SCREWHEADS - who and what are
they? Hunter S. Thompson writes vividly
of them in Generation of Swine. If you're
not up to reading a book to find out, I can
give you a solid operational definition of
a distinct subset existing in our immediate environment: the Public Safety/
Parking Violations Bureau "professionals" and their little army of student geeks
who spend their gainful employment time
licking grunge off windshields and checking for proper hangtags.
Call me a name-caller, but I'm cynical.
Want more? The Jdent and administrative legislators who can't squeeze enough
common sense out of their tiny brains to
realize that the only purpose of requiring
a special permit to park in the 70 or so
always unoccup'ied spaces along St.
Rita's Lane (adjacent to Baird Point), currently reserved for alumni, is to give Public Safety somewhere to sit on their asses
O

Racism
You may ask yourselves how does this
student know this? Isn't this student just
imagining all of this? Or better yet - the
best way to deal with it is to ignore it and
it will go away. You see, the problem here
is that I am not imagining what I see and
the hostility does not just go away.
On a daily basis I make it a point to see
if non-white students participating in
class discussion(s) spark this same reaction in these "boys". To my dismay I am
correct. The last test I did was on February
16, 1990, during the joint session of sections 1, 2 & 3 for Legal Profession . A nonwhite student entered room 106 to take a
seat in the front of the class. I glanced
over at the boys only to find one of them
lean over to his left snickering and whispering into the ear of his playmate. His
playmate flashed a huge grin and nodded
his head in agreement as they both glared
at this student.
I decided at that late date to give them
the benefit of the doubt so, I said to myself, 'Okay perhaps they were talking
about how attractive she was or how
much they admired the artistic, cultural,
ethnic style of the braids in her hair.' A
few short seconds later I snapped out of
it and said 'Na-a-a-a!'
It is quite sad for me to think that I will
one day be associated with them on a
professional level. One final example of
the kinds of comments that soar throughout the classrooms is that during another
class discussion regarding First Amendment Law and the Freedom of the Press,

all day long and ticket students who park
there. We all know of the desperation. The
fact that most of us are here to get an
education (of sorts), and pay a tuition for
that privilege, and that we need to park
somewhere, doesn't seem to interest
their agenda.
Curb your rage, son . Settle down. Take
some revengeful comfort in the knowledge that despite the RAPES, the MISSING COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, the hours
spent sitting in the spine by the LOAFING
MAINTENANCE STAFF every day, the
supremacy of SPORTS over intellectual
pursuit, and among other trivia, the certainty of getting PARKING TICKETS for
occupying the only available spaces on
campus in which no other party is deprived of a space, you will never have to
make an alumni donation to the old alma
mater.
Consider the nonsense that pervades
this university my prepayment in full!

William Greener, Law '91
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somehow we stumbled onto the topic of
Andy Rooney (60 Minutes) and the comments that he allegedly made to a reporter
regarding Blacks and homosexuals. A
male student stated (incorrectly) that the
spread of AIDS in our nation today was
largely a product of the homosexual
population . Another student, non-white
raised her hand and asked for clarification
because it appeared as though she was
taken aback by his statement.
Out of nowhere the male student
chimed, "Well yeah ... , not to mention the
spread of AIDS in Africa ... " I asked myself
'where d id that come from and how did
we jump from the United States to Africa??? ' I said t o myself do you think that
he would be so rude as to make a statement like that just because the other studdent was non -white? Na-a-a-a! But needless to say I was only kidding myself.
Just when I thought that Blacks and
Whites could actually come together to
exchange ideas without worrying about
the color of skin, people like those "boys"
are able to create a picture that will tell
Blacks that there will always be people
like us to remind you that it does not matter what you are, how nice you are or
where you are from . .. , YOU'RE BLACK.
For those of you who are wondering
which classroom does all of this chaos
occur in? Which section? Just take a look
around .. you'll see.
Brothers and sisters watch your backs!

Denise Lewis

JIM MONROE (2L)
FARMWORKERS LEGAL SERVICES
When I interviewed for the Buffalo Public Interest Summer lnterships I had heard
great things about working with the FarmWorkers Legal Services from the previous
intern, Troy Deschner. I began working
for them in Rochester two days after the
end of my first year's final exams and I
quickly found that Troy was right. The
people are fantastic, the work is interesting and you feel that you are actually helping the people in the fields.
The people I worked with are not there
because they are not able to get corporate
offers or because they particularly like
Rochester. They are there because of a
firmly ingrained sense of dedication to the
underclass in this country. This is borne
out by the fact that they spend long hours
and extra days working for their people
and the fact that they rarely lose cases to
the big firms or to the government.
I say that working for Legal Services is
fulfilling even in the face of many problems. The Legal Services Corporation
(LSC) is overregulated and under constant attack by the conservatives, but the
people of Rochester managed to be effective in giving the workers some sense of
empowerment.
Congress feels that the poor do deserve
some chance for legal representation and
LSC survives . About half the money at
the office I worked for came from private
foundations and other grants needed.
Our battles were fought with the Immigration and Naturalization Services, discriminatory businesses, and with crooked
crewleaders. Surprising, our allies were
many private local attorneys, the N.Y.S .
Dept. of Health, OSHA, a few informed
farmers, and the N.Y.S. Division of
Human Rights. The problems with the Immigration people usually stemmed from
bureaucratic inertia and ignorance of the
rapidly changing seasonal agricultural
worker relations. After campaigning in
the southwest in two presidential elections claiming that undocumented workers (Reaganites call them illegals), were
ruining the economy by taking lucrative
American jobs, Reagan realized that no
one else would do this work. His administration allowed three bills to pass through
Congress and he signed them into law.
The LAW, SAW, and RAW Acts make it
poss ible for the large farms to replenish
the diminishing supply low wage workers
by granting temporary resident, TR,
status to undocumented aliens . The most
recent Act, Replenishment of Agricultural
Workers Act, will allow undocumented
farmworkers to qualify for TR status if
they will work on certain types of crops.
What made my job exciting and fulfil ling was the constant travel to the fields
to visit the workers. Although I was always with a Spanish speaking interpreter
I feltthatthe people really wanted us there
and believed we could help them. Most
of the cases we took were resolved in
favor of the workers and through these
outreaches and the Rural Opportunities
Center in Oswego, N.Y. we have developed a very impressive reputation with
the workers.
I recommend the internship at Farm-
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Workers in Rochester for the foregoing
reasons and because of Sophie, Jim,
Rosa, Wally, and Jeanne. These people
are not only dedicated to their farmworkers, but have somehow avoided the burnout associated with public interest struggle and are very enjoyable to work with.
The office atmosphere is very relaxed and
there will be plenty of law to learn .

MIKE PULVER (2L)
NEIGHBORHOOD LEGAL SERVICES
I was the last person I thought would
be chosen as the Buffalo Public Interest
Law Program Intern for 1989. Though I
had worked in a New York City program
for runaway children and homeless persons during and immediately after college, I had nevertheless spent nine years
working as a legal assistant and investigator for some major corporate firms,
defending toxic tort claims. I didn't have
any strong politically-based beliefs about
the necessity of legal representation for
the poor (though I did, and do, have
strong personal, moral, beliefs about that
necessity). When I received the call that I
had been chosen as the BPILP intern, I
was stunned.
I realized that I had forgotten what it
was like working for people who were
both competent and caring . The relaxed
atmosphere was not only refreshing but,
as I found out later that summer, made
for the type of stress-free atmosphere
from which high quality, creative legal
work can be consistently produced by
everyone.
The department to which I was assigned was named for the Administration
Entitlement Benefit Unit, thP._ "Admin"
Unit, for short. I specialized in representing persons who were, o r sho:.1ld have
been, recipients of government benefits
and who were encountering problems
with regard to them. Some of the benefit
programs involved included Medicaid,
Medicare, Social Security, Aid to Dependent Children, and New York Home Relief,
our state's own welfare benefit program.
My expectation that my work would be
interesting was not to go unfulfilled.
While my fellow students employed at
private law firms were researching arcane, and what must have been painfully
dry, aspects of corporate, commercial and
real estate law, I was researching, all summer long, the type of constitutional law
questions that first year associates - let
alone first year law students - only
dream of. And boy, were these questions
difficult: Does a plaintiff/benefit recipient
have standing to challenge procedural deficiencies with respect to benefits which
are a part of the overall benefit program
she is challenging but where plaintiff is
not, and may never be, eligible for these
particular benefits and where the relief
sought with respect to their administration would only be applicable to actual
recipients of these benefits?
And so on. How many second year law
students can say they drafted the brief
which, his bosses told him, could very
likely be the winning brief in a reported
decision (the brief was written in support
of our position with respect to the issue,
just described, regarding veteran's benefits)?
In short, Neighborhood Legal Services
gave me (and, according to the other interns there, all of us) as much work and
responsibility as we wanted or could handle. In the field of public interest, where
lawyers' talents are stretched to the
maximum, this level of responsibility is
the norm and our supervisors made sure
we were aware of, and experienced, this
selling point. I, for one, found it '✓ ery attractive.
In the past, only Western N&w York
Legal Services Corporations have participated in the BPILP summer internship
program. This year BPILP is expanding
the program to include national public in terest law corporations in addition to
these LSC agencies. Thus, anyone seeking out of state employment in public interest law can be successful in finding a
summer job through the BPILP program.
APPLY NOW!!!
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Get an early start on New York Practice and
Procedure (CPLR) and get an early start on the
New York Bar Exam.
Prof. Miller's course on New York Practice will be
offered live in New York City and on audio- or videotape in locations throughout the United States.
For further information, contact your local
BAR/BRI representative, or:
BAR/BRI
415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62
New York, NY 10001
212/594-3696

CPLR Mini-Review:
An Overview of New York Practice and Procedure
Date and time
of Buffalo course
BAR REVIEW

to be announced.
© 1990 BAR/BAI
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